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GUESS THE FEELINGS GAME
Materials: Emotion Picture Cards.

WHAT TO DO
1. Call up a child to look at an emotion picture card.
2. You can also show them two pictures and let them choose one.
3. Ask the child to use their face and body to show the emotion that is on the card that
they chose.
 Example: Smile for happy, fold arms and frown for vexed.

4. Then ask the rest of the class to try and guess the emotion the child is showing.

5. Talk about the answers the children give.
 Example: If the child made a happy face, talk about how the child is smiling,
eyebrows are raised and the body is relaxed.
If the child had to act out a negative emotion such as angry, sad or embarrassed, follow
this up with an activity to help the child feel better such as a hug, high-five or fist bump.
Example: “That was a good sad face Alicia, give me a hug.”
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PASS THE FEELINGS GAME
Materials: Teddy-bear, Emotion Picture Cards.

WHAT TO DO
1. Show an emotion picture card to the children.
2. Ask the children to tell you what makes them feel the emotion that is on the picture
card shown to them.
 Example: Show them the happy emotion card and ask them what makes them
happy.
Try this with different emotions e.g. sad, vexed, excited etc.

3. Pass around the teddy-bear. Once the child has the teddy-bear in hand then it is
their turn to answer.
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‘SIMON SAYS’ FEELINGS GAME
Materials: none.

WHAT TO DO
1. In this game of ‘Simon Says’ tell children to show emotions.
 Example: ‘Simon Says’ show me a happy face.

‘Simon Says’ show me a surprised face.
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‘HUMPTY DUMPTY’ FEELINGS ACTIVITY
Materials: You can make props using things in the classroom
e.g. use a chair for the wall.

WHAT TO DO
1. Choose children to play different characters in the nursery rhyme.
2. Say the nursery rhyme with the class.
3. Pause at different points in the nursery rhyme and ask the children how they think
the characters feel. Also ask the children playing the characters how they feel. See
examples below.
Targeted Feelings
Proud, Afraid, Happy, Vex,
Frustrated, Disappointed, Sad.

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall;
All the king's horses and all the king's men
Couldn't put Humpty together again.

Suggested Questions
1. How do you think Humpty Dumpty feels sitting on the wall?
2. How do you think Humpty Dumpty feels after he fell?
3. How do you think the king’s men and horses are feeling since they couldn’t put

Humpty Dumpty together again?
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‘HUMPTY DUMPTY’ FEELINGS ACTIVITY
Materials: You can make props using things in the classroom
e.g. use a chair for the wall.

Discussion
 Talk to children about how happy and proud Humpty Dumpty may feel sitting up high on
the wall. You can ask the children to sit proud, with their backs straight and their necks
long.

 Talk to children about how Humpty Dumpty would be feeling after he has fallen off the
wall (e.g. sad, vexed). Ask the children to tell you how they feel when they fall.

 Discuss with children how the king’s horses and men would be feeling as they tried to
put Humpty Dumpty together (e.g sad, frustrated).
 Example: “They must feel so frustrated, that they can’t put back Humpty together
again. I know I sometimes feel frustrated when I try to do something and I can’t.”
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‘LITTLE MISS MUFFET’ FEELINGS ACTIVITY
Materials: You can make props using things in the classroom
e.g. make a spider out of paper

WHAT TO DO
1. Choose children to play different characters in the nursery rhyme.
2. Say the nursery rhyme with the class.
3. Pause at different points in the nursery rhyme and ask the children how they think
the characters feel. Also ask the children playing the characters how they feel. See
examples below.

Targeted Feelings

Happy, Sad, Vex, Afraid.

Little Miss Muffet
Sat on a tuffet,
Eating her curds and whey;
Along came a spider,
Who sat down beside her,
And frightened Miss Muffet away.

Suggested Questions
1. How do you think Miss Muffet feels while eating?
2. How do you think she feels now that the spider is sitting beside her?
3. How do you think the spider feels after frightening Miss Muffet?
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‘LITTLE MISS MUFFET’ FEELINGS ACTIVITY
Materials: You can make props using things in the classroom
e.g. make a spider out of paper

Discussion
 After the children respond, discuss how happy Miss Muffet must be feeling while eating
her curds and whey.
 Example: “Miss Muffet is so happy to be eating her curds and whey; it’s her
favourite and she has been looking forward to it all day.”

 Get a few children to say which foods make them happy when they eat it.

 Talk to children about how afraid and angry Miss Muffet was, especially if she didn’t see
the spider coming.

 Example: “Poor Miss Muffet was so afraid when she saw the spider that she even
spilled her curds and whey which made her vexed.”

 Ask some children what animals/creatures they are afraid of and why.
 Talk to the children about how the spider must feel frightening Miss Muffet. Get
children to give you reasons as to why the spider could have been sad or happy.

 Example: “The spider might be sad because he didn’t mean to make Miss Muffet
sad.”
 Example: “Maybe the spider is happy because now he can eat Miss Muffet’s curds
and whey.”
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‘ITSY BITSY SPIDER’ FEELINGS ACTIVITY
Materials: You can make props using things in the classroom
e.g. use a broom as the water spout.

WHAT TO DO
1. Choose children to play different characters in the nursery rhyme.

2. Say the nursery rhyme with the class.
3. Pause at different points in the nursery rhyme and ask the children how they think
the characters feel. Also ask the children playing the characters how they feel. See
examples below.
Targeted Feelings

Proud, Sad, Vex, Disappointed,
Happy, Excited, Determined.

The itsy-bitsy spider,
Climbed up the water spout,
Down came the rain,
And washed the spider out,
Out came the sun,
And dried up all the rain,
And the itsy-bitsy spider,
Climbed up the spout again.

Suggested Questions
1. How do you think the Itsy Bitsy Spider is feeling climbing up the spout?
2. How do you think the spider is feeling now that the rain has washed him out?
3. Now that the sun is back out, how do you think the Itsy Bitsy Spider is feeling

climbing up the spout again?
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‘ITSY BITSY SPIDER’ FEELINGS ACTIVITY
Materials: You can make props using things in the classroom
e.g. use a broom as the water spout.

Discussion
 After children respond, talk about how proud the Itsy Bitsy Spider may feel climbing up
the spout.
 Example: “The Itsy Bitsy Spider is feeling so proud to be climbing all the way up the
spout.”

 Discuss how sad and disappointed the Itsy Bitsy Spider must feel to have the rain wash
him away. Ask children to tell you how they feel when they can’t go out and play
because of rain.

 Discuss how the children feel after the sun comes back out and they can go back out and
play, relate it to how Itsy Bitsy Spider feels.
 Example: “Yes boys and girls, you get excited when the sun comes out and we go
out and play, well that’s how the Itsy Bitsy Spider was feeling.”
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‘OLD MOTHER HUBBARD’ FEELINGS ACTIVITY
Materials: You can make props using things in the classroom
e.g. use a long ruler for the bone.

WHAT TO DO
1. Choose children to play different characters in the nursery rhyme.

2. Say the nursery rhyme with the class.
3. Pause at different points in the nursery rhyme and ask the children how they think
the character feels. Also ask the children playing the characters how they feel. See
examples below.
Old Mother Hubbard
Targeted Feelings

Sad, Vex, Disappointed, Surprised.

Went to the cupboard,
To give the poor dog a bone;
When she came there,
The cupboard was bare,
And so the poor dog had none.

Suggested Questions
1. How do you think Old Mother Hubbard feels before she goes to the cupboard?
2. How do you think she feels after she finds there is no bone?
3. How do you think the dog feels when he doesn’t get the bone?
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‘OLD MOTHER HUBBARD’ FEELINGS ACTIVITY
Materials: You can make props using things in the classroom
e.g. use a long ruler for the bone.

Discussion
 After children respond, talk about how happy Old Mother Hubbard was to go and feed
her dog.
 Discuss how sad and disappointed she must have been to find an empty cupboard.
 Example: “Mother Hubbard feels very sad that she can’t feed her dog.”
 Ask children to tell you why they think the dog is feeling sad.
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‘GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE BEARS’
FEELINGS ACTIVITY
Materials: You can make props using things in the classroom.
e.g. bowls (for them to eat the porridge), chairs (for them to sit in).

WHAT TO DO
1. Choose children to play different characters in the story.
2. Read the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears to the class.
3. Pause at different points in the story and ask the children how they think the
characters feel. Also ask the children playing the characters how they feel.
Targeted Feelings

Hungry, Sad, Vex, Tired, Disappointed, Surprised, Scared, Nervous.

Suggested Questions
1. How do you think Goldilocks was feeling before she entered the Bears’ house?
2. How did Goldilocks feel after she ate the porridge and sat in the chairs?
3. How did the Bears feel when they came home and found that someone had been
eating their porridge?
4. How did Baby Bear feel when he saw his porridge was all gone and his chair was

broken?
5. How did Goldilocks feel when she woke up and saw the Bears?
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‘GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE BEARS’
FEELINGS ACTIVITY
Materials: You can make props using things in the classroom.
e.g. bowls (for them to eat the porridge), chairs (for them to sit in).

Discussion
 Talk about how Goldilocks may have been nervous to enter a strange house and how
tired she was. Get children to show you their tired/sleepy faces.
 Discuss how the bears felt when they realised someone strange was in their house. Ask
the children to tell you how they feel when someone uses their things without asking or
how they would feel if someone ate all their lunch.
 Ask children to tell you why they think Goldilocks was afraid when she saw the bears.
 Ask children to show you their afraid faces and to tell you what makes them afraid.
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‘THE THREE LITTLE PIGS’ FEELINGS ACTIVITY
Materials: You can make props using things in the classroom
e.g. sticks (for the stick house), leaves (for the grass house), blocks
(for the brick house).

WHAT TO DO
1. Choose children to play different characters in the story.
2. Read the story of The Three Little Pigs to the class.
3. Pause at different points in the story and ask the children how they think the
characters feel. Also ask the children playing the characters how they feel.
Targeted Feelings
Sad, Vex, Afraid, Proud, Scared, Nervous, Happy.

Suggested Questions
1. How do you think the pigs felt after building their houses?
2. How did the first pig feel when the wolf came by?
3. How did the third pig feel after building his house of bricks?
4. How did the wolf feel when he was not able to blow down the brick house?
5. How did the pigs feel after getting rid of the wolf?
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‘THE THREE LITTLE PIGS’ FEELINGS ACTIVITY
Materials: You can make props using things in the classroom
e.g. sticks (for the stick house), leaves (for the grass house), blocks
(for the brick house).

Discussion
 Talk about how proud and happy the little pigs felt building their houses. Ask children to
tell you something they did that made them proud.
 Ask children to tell you why they think the pigs were afraid of the wolf. Ask children to
show you their afraid faces and to tell you what makes them afraid.
 Discuss with the children how angry and frustrated the wolf felt after the little pigs
fooled him so many times.

 Talk about how happy the pigs must have felt after getting rid of the wolf. Let the
children tell you what they would do to get away from something that frightens them
and how they would feel after.

